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IN THIS ISSUE

MESSAGE FROM MRS HOWARD & MR BROOKES
Welcome to the first Bure Valley
English newsletter! A place for
sharing our achievements and
developments across each half term.
This first term, each year group has
begun their journey into English with a
variety of exciting and engaging topics.

Introduction
Book Reviews
Vocabulary Challenge
Children’s Writing
Meet the English captains!

Book Reviews

From year 3’s additions to Roald Dahl’s The Twits, year 4’s
kennings, limericks and haikus, year 5’s journalistic writings on
Beowolf, to year 6’s writing in the role of argumentative
ancient Romans - it has been an interesting and thrilling start
to the year!

We would love to feature
some book reviews written by
children, for children.

Each issue will also celebrate children’s work, and this half
term includes a convincingly persuasive Roman report, and a
great kenning about cars!

You can write about
anything that you have
read! It could be your
library book, or a poetry
collection you have at
home!

We would also like to feature children’s reviews of books that
they have been reading in and out of school. This could be a
library book, a book from home, or your class guided reading
book! Details on how to submit your reviews are below.
Have a great half term, enjoy reading for pleasure, maybe
even try your hand at some writing!

Consider what you liked, or
disliked, about the book.
Why was it great?
Who would enjoy this
book? Who is this book for
fans of?

Mr Brookes & Mrs Howard

Why should I read this
book?

Vocabulary Challenge
Here are three interesting words. Can you find
out their meaning?

Care | Creativity | Challenge

Here’s what to consider:
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In return, your review will be
printed in this newsletter! As
well as receiving a bundle of
house points! Feel free to write
as much, or as little as you
like!
Hand your submissions in to Mr
Brookes, Mrs Howard, or the
school office.
www.burevalleyschool.org.uk

MEET YOUR ENGLISH CAPTAINS
Hermione Baggaley
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Romy Garrard

I wanted to be an
English captain
because you have lots
of responsibilities and it
can improve your
vocabulary.

I wanted to be an
English captain
because English is my
favourite subject. I
love English because
you can use it in topic,
science maths and
homework.

You can do anything with English and
explore everything to do with it!
I love this job so much. My favourite books
are fantasy books because you can write
down the most awesome ideas.

My favourite books are the A Series of
Unfortunate Events by Lemony Snicket
because they are so intense and have a
lot of suspense.
I like to write horror stories because I love
planning them and thinking of all the
descriptive language needed.

English in Action

Care | Creativity | Challenge
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WHY WE SHOULD INVADE BRITAIN
by Olivia Adkins
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WHY WE SHOULD INVADE BRITAIN
by Olivia Adkins
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CAR
by Cassius Prescott
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Car
Wheel-roller
AA-caller
Light-shiner
Petrol-swallower
Engine-chugger
Pollution-creator
Horn-honker
Boot-opener
Door-shutter
Wiper-waver
Gear-changer
Fume-firer
Spark-flier
Seatbelt-clicker
Moped-overtaker
Child-carrier
Traffic light-scourer
Robber-chaser
Fast-driver
Window-opener
Speed limit-breaker
Radio-beater
Break-pusher
Grit-skidder
Ice-slider
Mud-churner
Glovebox-opener
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